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procedure employed by the
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business.

industry indicated some concern

understand their concern.

about the labelling and
compositional compliance of
imported confectionery with the
requirements of the Code.
Importers selling food that does not
meet the Code may be seen to
benefit by competitive advantage
where costs associated with
labelling are not incurred by the
importer compared with domestic
manufacturers. There was also
concern that imported food without
allergen declarations presented a

 considered any system or

While overall compliance levels sat
This intelligence was then used in

at 94%, a range of breaches were

conjunction with the Food Authority’s

identified. The main areas of

complaint records and compliance
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history of food businesses importing
confectionery.
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The focus of the project was to
ensure that each importer had in
place a system to adequately label
their imported confectionery
products to comply with the
labelling and compositional
requirements of the Code.

risk to public safety.
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 nutrition information panels
(NIP’s) being provided in an
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incorrect format, and
 food additives not being
declared in the required format.
At the completion of the project:
 50% had sufficient compliance
and business systems in place to
warrant no further action
 35% had received written
warnings, and
 15% had some form of

The outcome

Next steps

This survey identified that the

The Food Authority recognises that

majority of business importing

effective compliance monitoring

confectionery were compliant and

involves strong partnership with the

where noncompliance was

DoAWR to address noncompliance

identified, it was minor in nature.

of imported foods. As such, the

Systematic noncompliance was
limited to a small number of
individuals and this survey has
enabled the Food Authority to better
understand where they need to
focus their inspection efforts.

enforcement action pending.

Food Authority has established a
process for information exchange
with DoAWR to better address
labelling compliance at the border
and will continue to work closely with
them to manage compliance of all
imported foods.

All food businesses who received a
The project identified that 45% of

written warning were re-inspected to

businesses employed a third party

verify breaches had been

or dedicated employee to ensure the

adequately addressed for

labelling of products and when this

compliance.

was the case, compliance at these
businesses was generally high.
Some businesses relied on the
Commonwealth Department of
Agriculture and Water Resources
(DoAWR), at quarantine inspection,
to inform them of labelling breaches
and some businesses made
enquiries on the labelling for new
products only.
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